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Abstract 
The G-Rep concept is a new logic-oriented approach to geometry modelling. It is based on atomic 
geometric elements (called basic volumes) and their composition toG-Rep solids by a new, 

unique composition operator '®'. This operator combines basic volumes to G-Rep solids ac
cording to a density value each of them is assigned. The main property of this operator is its com
mutativity and associativity, enabling a declarative way of geometry modelling. G-Rep has an 
overall expressiveness which allows us to integrate CSG and B-Rep like modelling with a logic
based view on geometry including an expressive feature and constraint concept. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Geometry (or solid) modelling as used in modem CAD systems demands highly efficient, special 
purpose algorithms in order to fulfill user's requirements. Consequently, geometry modelling 
was the central issue of current CAD systems, and many of the other relevant aspects where inte
grated as far as the applied geometry modelling techniques allowed for. Feature technology 
emerged as an approach to overcome this imbalance, but it was strongly oriented to the needs of 
geometry modelling, too. As a result, the intended expressiveness and flexibility was only 
reached in part. This discrepancy between geometric modelling capabilities and the other in
formation processing requirements is especially hindering the integration of geometry modelling 
and knowledge based techniques. One can say that there is a severe "mismatch" between these 
two essential aspects of modem computer aided design. The critical points can be summarized 
as follows: 

• expressiveness: 
From a knowledge based systems viewpoint many different aspects about geometry and re-
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lated properties must be expressible: 
-assigning a special part of the geomtry a special meaning ("geometric features") and relating 

it to other knowledge (functional, processing, ... ); 
- the relations between different geometric entities (volumes, surfaces, faces, lines, edges, 

points, ... ) must be expressible; 
-assigning special attributes (material, tolerances, ... ) to parts of the geometry ("semantics"); 
-assigning geometric and non-geometric relations and constraints between geometric entities 

('parallel' I' orthogonal', parameter (in-)equalities, ... ). 

• declarativity: 
Know ledge should be represented in a way where its meaning results from its structure without 
any reference to the kind it is processed (in contrary: the processing - if done by an artefact 
-should be organized in a way where the intended meaning is guaranteed to emerge). Thus 
knowledge about geometry should be expressed in a declarative, non-procedural way. 

• monotonicity: 
One of the characteristics of geometry is that the addition of new geometric information (which 
in some sense is a monotonic process) may change the total geometry (which is non-mono
tonic). Thus a geometric modelling approach is needed which allows to monitore such situa
tions in an appropriate way. 

• classification and feature interaction: 
Strongly correlated with this monotonicity problem is the classification and interaction prob
lem of geometric modelling. In order to classify a part of the geometry all geometric informa
tion concerning this part has to be available. 

All the points mentioned are essential for a conceptual integration of knowledge based tech
niques with geometric modelling. They are not sufficiently taken into account by current feature 
and geometric modelling approaches 1. 

Whereas many of the current feature concepts are based on current geometric modelling ap
proaches (extended by some geometric structuring facilities and some 'semantic' information at
tachement), we go the opposite way: 

G-Rep (for 'geometric representation') is a declarative, expressive, and integrated ap
proach to feature and geometric modelling. G-Rep adopts a logic-oriented view on geo
metry modelling. It especially fits the needs of design applications2 by supporting a de
sign by feature approach. Geometric information of any kind (volume-, face-/surface-, 
edge-/line-, and vertex-/point-related) can be represented in an integrated way. CSG
like, B-Rep oriented, sweep- and sculptured surface technology can be integrated. Geo
metric modelling is independent of history, and arbitrary 'semantic' information can be 
associated with geometric 'entities' of any kind. 'Classical' declarative knowledge re
presentation techniques can/must be used to express the relations and constraints. 

Of course, there is a price one has to pay for that. In G-Rep, one pays with a certain reduction of 
pure geometric modelling capabilities. For instance, CSG-like intersection operations are only 

1. Theoretically, all the reasoning a human designer can perform on a given geometric model could 
be done by a knowledge based system, too. For instance, it could detect that after intersecting two 
solids the resulting geometry is very different from the original situation, that this and this fact doesn't 
be true anymore, etc. But such an approach seems to be much beyond current capabilities of know
ledge based techniques ... 

2. It can easily be extended to other domains- for instance CAM/CAPP -which will be done in a 
forthcoming paper. 
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provided in a restricted manner. But for many applications of knowledge based techniques these 
reductions are far outweighed by the advantages one can gain with G-Rep. 

This paper is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 we show how geometric modelling should 
be done from a knowledge based viewpoint and outline the basic idea of G-Rep. Chapter 3 con
tains a description of G-Rep's declarative geometric modelling facilities, followed by a charac
terization of G-Rep's geometric composition operator in Chapter 4. Then we demonstrate G
Rep's feature modelling capabilities in Chapter 5, and conclude with a discussion in Chapter 6. 

2 A KNOWLEDGE BASED VIEW ON GEOMETRIC MODELLING 

Knowledge representation (KR) is a complicated matter in its own (see for instance Brachman 
et al. 1985; Baader et al. 1990). For the purpose of this discussion the KR requirements can be 
summarized as follows: 

The language in which the knowledge is represented should be sufficiently expressive, and 
it shoud have a declarative semantics. Mainly objects (including geometric 'entities'), classes 
and instances, relations and attributes, and various forms of constraints must be represented. Usu
ally it will be based on (a variant of) a first order logic: 

• Individual objects can be represented by an identifier a, b, c (for instance 'hole!' or 'slot2')3 

and can be assigned to certain classes, or types, or sorts4 s, s' (for instance 'through-hole' or 
'slot', written as s(a), for instance 'through-hole(holel)'). These sorts can be built in (for 
instance numbers and strings), they can be built-in geometric primitives like 'box', 'cylinder', 
'plane', etc., or they can be user-defined. 

• Individuals can be described by attributes f,g (for instance 'length', 'top-face'), which specify 
unique (functional) relations between them or they can be connected by arbitrary relations rei 
(written as length(slot2, 100), rel(a,b), or rel(a,b,lOO)). These relations again can be built in 
with a pre-defined meaning (for instance 'parallel' or'='), or they can be user-defined. 

• Especially important in KR is the ability to express general knowledge. For this purpose logical 
variables (written X, Y, Z) with corresponding quantifications ('V' for universal and '3' for 
existential) and logical connectives (conjunction 'A', disjunction 'v', negation '--,', implica
tion '--7', equivalence·~· etc.5) are needed. This allows one to express general connections 
between different 'pieces' of knowledge (for instance that two planes are parallel means that 
their normal vectors are equal or opposite, and vice versa: 
parallel(X, Y) ~ X.normal= Y.normal v X.normal=-Y.normal 

These representational capabilities provide the very basic building blocks of knowledge repre
sentation, on top of which all the more complex aspects (as object hierarchies, various forms of 
constraints, function-structure-relations, defaults, conflicts, preferences, problem solving meth
odes, heuristics, etc.) will be represented (which will not be consisdered here). 

In Figure 1 we descibe the three-level approach to the integration of knowledge based systems 
and geometric modelling as it is provided in G-Rep: 

3. where individuals belonging to 'built-in' sorts as numbers, strings, etc. represent theirselves 
4. Actually sorts are a kind of unary relations, defined on the universe of individuals. But their special 
importance in many KR aspects makes it useful to distinguish this kind of relations from others. 
5. As is well known, this set of connectives is reducible, but they are given here in this form by reasons 
of vividness. 
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• On the 'knowledge level' all the input information is processed using general knowledge about 
objects, geomeric entities, features, constraints, etc. resulting in 

• a complete description of the geometric entities and their relations on the G-Rep solid level, 
which then by use of G-Rep's geometric modelling facilities will result in 

• a geometric model. 
body(b1) 

'v'X: body(X) ~ 3Y:cylinder(Y) A contained(Y,X) 
'v'X'v'Y'v'Z'v'V: body(X) A cylinder(Y) A contained(Y,X) ~ 

Knowledge level 

generation of a complete 
geometry description 

G-Rep solid level 

geometric interpretation 

geometry level 

surface1 (X,Z) A top(Y,Z) A surface2(X,V) A bottom(Y,V) 

0 body(b1) 

~: 

"activation" (entailment) of 
rules/constraints 

identification of 
new geometric "facts" 

Figure 1: Three levels of integration of knowledge based systems and geometric modelling. 
The relation between "pure" geometry and the upper levels is bidirectional: from interac
tions on the geometry level new information relevant on the upper levels may result (feature 
interactions, geometric relations, etc.). 

Thus G-Rep is as an interface between knowledge representation and geometry modelling. 
Three points concerning the interplay between these three levels should be mentioned here: 

• How the transformation from the knowledge level to the G-Rep solid level is done may 
strongly depend on the concrete application. This is not part of the G-Rep concept, but a matter 
of the KR techniques needed in the application. The critical point here is the relationship be
tween the expressiveness available on the knowledge level and the necessary processing capa
bilities. If, for instance, these capabilities do not provide any means to solve geometric 
constraints (Owen 1991; Hoffman et al. 1994], such constraints either can not be part of the 
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feature and relation definitions, or some measures must be provided which guarantee that such 
constraints can be handled adequately (for instance by a control regime which allows for the 
use of local propagations only, etc.). 

• The G-Rep solid must be a declarative and complete description of the geometry. No history 
information is needed or provided6. It will be interpreted in a way which guarantees a unique 
mapping from the G-Rep solid level to "real" geometry (see the next chapter). 

• The relations between the three levels is bidirectional: from interactions on the geometry level 
new information may result which is relevant on the upper levels (feature interactions, geome
tric relations, etc.). How this is achieved will be shown in chapter 5. 

Thus two questions are essential for the G-Rep concept: 

1. How to represent all the relations, constraints, etc. which must be represented in a certain ap
plication (and how they are processed by the knowledge based system). 

2. How to get a declarative representation of geometry. 

We start with the second point, and then describe how the first problem is solved in G-Rep. 

3 DECLARATIVE MODELLING OF GEOMETRY IN G-REP 

None of the standard solid modelling approaches (CSG, B-Rep, sweeping) is able to fulfill all 
the mentioned requirements. Hybrid modelling techniques are a step in that direction, but they 
also suffer from a loss of information, and they are history-based, non-declarative. 
In G-Rep two notions are important for the description of geometry: 

• basic volume and 

• G-Rep solid. 
A basic volume is the 'atomic unit' of geometry modelling in G-Rep. This notion will be de
scribed in full detail in chapter 4. It may be a standard elementary geometry like box, cylinder, 
sphere, it may be composed in a pre-defined manner, or it may be "configured" dynamically dur
ing problem solving. Associated with each basic volume is a set of parameters (which can be vari
abies, maybe related by constraints) and a set of surfaces which form- as in a boundary represen
tation - a topology of faces, edges, and vertices. 

More complex geometries can be described in G-Rep by composition of basic volumes. For 

this purpose the notion of a G-Rep solid in conjunction with G-Rep's composition operation'®' 
are introduced: 

Definition: G-Rep solid r 
A G-Rep solid r is an integrated geometry representation. It consists either of a basic volume V: 

r={V} 

or it is the result of a G-Rep composition operation '®' applied to two G-Rep solids r 1 and r 2: 

if rJ={VJ,V2, ... ,V0 } 

r2= {V'1· V'2 ..... Y'm} 
then r = r 1® r 2 

= {VJ, Y2 .... , Y0 } u {V'~o V'2, ... , Y'm} 
= {V~o Yz, ... , Y0 , V'1, Y'z, ... , Y'm} 

6. Though- of course- history could be added if this is needed by other reasons than pure geometry 
modelling (for instance in a process oriented view). 
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The essential point in the G-Rep concept is that the meaning of a G-Rep solid (the geometry it 
describes) does neither depend on the sequence of the basic volumes it "contains"7 nor on the 
"history" by which the solid has been built up from the basic volumes through successive applica-

tion of the ®-composition operator. This means that the ®-composition operator has to be com
mutative and associative: 

rt® r2 = r2® r1 

(rt® r2) ® r3 = rt® <r2 ® r3) 

The way this can be reached is quite simple: instead of 'sequence' we take another kind of in

formation which 'tells' the ®-composition operator how the individual basic volumes have to 
be combined. By reasons of vividness we call this information 'density'. Formally the density 
is defined as follows: 

1.) At each point pin space there is a density p(p) which is a real number. 
2.) p(p) > 0 means that at this point there is some 'material' (i.e., this point is inside or on the 

surface of any G-Rep solid). 
3.) p(p) ~ 0 means that there is no material, i.e., this point is outside. The use of negative 

densities will get clear soon. 
4.) A point p not contained in any basic volume (an thus in no G-Rep solid) has per definition 

a density of 0. 
5) If a point pis in more than one basic volume V 1· V2, ... , Yn with the associated density values 

Pt. P2· ... , Pn then it gets the density with the highest absolute value: 
p(p) = max{lptl. lp2l, ... , lpnl}. 

Especially the last point makes it clear that 'density' is simply a synonym for ranking. Density 
values are only compared, not added8. They can be specified dynamically on runtime. Figure 2 
gives a simple (2-dimensional) example, how this kind of density modelling is used to replace 
sequence information. 

This kind of composition means, that in G-Rep- in contrast, for instance, to classical CSG 

modelling -not all composition operations are available. The ®-composition of two basic vol
umes with equally signed (not necessarily positive!) density is the G-Rep analogon to a CSG 

union operation, and the ®-composition of basic volumes with positive and negative densities 
is the G-Rep analogon to a CSG set difference operation. Intersection operations can not be mod
elled in G-Rep on the level of G-Rep solids (but they can be used to model basic volumes). 
Especially a design by feature approach to geometric modelling is supported by G-Rep: incre
mentally more and more features are composed, where each feature is more or less a 'piece of 
geometry' with a well-defined meaning in the context of over-all geometry and with a pre-de
fined (though not necessarily fixed) structure. 

7. That's also the reason why we use the set notation to express the relationship between a G-Rep 
solid and the basic volumes it "contains", though of course normally a basic volume will not stay unaf
fected by being put into a G-Rep solid. The point simply is, that the way it is affected depends on the 
other basic volumes in the same solid, but not on the sequence they have been composed. 

8. In principle, it would be sufficient to specify a partial order on the set of basic volumes, assigning 
a preference relation in each pair of interacting basic volumes. But this seems more cumbersome and 
less intuitive then the.way we proposed. Especially it means to foresee all possible interactions bet
ween geometric entities in advance. 
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a) basic volumes V 1, V 2 

v1 
p = 100 

b) ®-composition 

{V1}®{V2} 

1_, 

c) ®-composition of 

{V1}®{V2}®{V3} 
lr-------, 

r-----1 

' ...__ __ "T_, ' 

® ® 
...................... 
' v2 : 
: p=-150 : 
' ' ' ' .................... 

jv:J 
L:J 

topological elements outside material 

topological elements completely inside material 

"normal" topological element describing the border between material and "air" 

Figure 2: Density controlled ®-composition of three 2D ''basic volumes" in G-Rep. 

The G-Rep approach to geometry modelling needs some modifications in the internal geometry 
representations. In contrast to classical B-Rep or hybrid representations where a solid is modelled 
as a homogeneous 'entity', a G-Rep solid is a compound 'entity' composed of 'zones' of different 
density. For such a representation some more geometric information has to be stored which will 
be explained now. 

4 GEOMETRY REPRESENTATION IN G-REP 

In this chapter we describe G-Rep's internal representations and the needed modifications com
pared with "classical" geometric modelling. We start with a description of basic volumes, then 

give the internal representation ofG-Rep solids, and describe how the ®-composition internally 
works. 

4.1 Basic Volume Representation 

As explained in chapter 3, basic volumes constitute the atomic building blocks ofG-Rep's geom
etry representation. Each basic volume has a type which can be a built-in type (like 'box', 'cylin
der', 'sphere', etc.), a user defined type (for instance 'half-sphere-with-conical-hole'), or it might 
be constructed during problem solving via relations to other geometric entities (by using rela
tional modelling and constraints which will be explained in Chapter 5). Basic volumes also may 
be generated by sweep techniques or using sculptured surfaces. 
Basic volumes occur in two different forms in G-Rep: as generic structures ('templates'), compa
rable to object classes, and as instances (i.e., concrete volumetric objects). A basic volume has 
the following structure: 

basic-volume: 
volume-type ;;; built-in or user-defined type 
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origin 
parameters 
density 
surfaces9 

;;; relation to the G-Rep solid the basic volume instance is in. 
;;; complete set of parameters providing all information needed 
;;; (see Chapter 3) 

attributes 
constraints 

;;; the complete set of surfaces each associated 
with this basic volume by a unique relation 

;;; semantic information attached to this volume 

The parameters in the generic basic volumes ('templates') have not necessarily to be fixed. They 
can be variables, maybe related by constraints. The parameters, surfaces, and attributes will be 
represented as KR attributes (see chapt. 2}, i.e., the parameters (for instance, of a basic volume 
'cylinder') could have the form 

length: real, radius:real, orientation:normal, etc. 

and the surfaces could be 

cyl-surface:cylinder-surface, top:plane, bottom:plane. 

A set of constraints contains the necessary 'coordination information' between the basic volume 
and its surfaces, attributes, etc. 

The generic level 
This level contains the 'non-topology related' surface and line information of each basic volume 
-in contrast to the exact topology description on the topology level (see below). The sense of 
the generic level is to have all those information concentrated which is related to surfaces and 
"intersecting lines" between them (type information, parameters, constraints). A kind of inheri
tance relates surfaces to topological faces and generic lines to topological edges. The generic 
level is constituted by two sublevels: the surface level, and the line level. 

The surface level: 
surface: 
type 
origin 
parameters 
lines 
topological-instances 
attributes 
constraints 

;;; built-in or user-defined type 
;;; basic volume the surface is related to 
;;; a complete set of parameters tO 

;;; a set of intersecting lines of this surface11 

;;; a set of faces being related to this surface 
;;; semantic information 

Sculptured surfaces can be represented here, too. 

The line level: 

9. It could be useful to extend the description by a possibility to have more than one shell (a set of 
closed surfaces) in a basic volume. But in G-Rep this would be more or less 'syntactic sugar' because 
the same expressivenss can be reached by combination of more than one basic volume each having 
one shell. 

10. which may include orientation information to discriminate 'inside' and 'outside' of the related basic 
volume 

11. The set of ing lines has not necessarily to be complete: those lines which have no topological in
stance (this is a monotonic property!) can be neglected. If a pair of surfaces has more than one inter
secting line this will be represented using appropriate discriminations. 
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line: 
type 
origins 
parameters 
topological-instances 
attributes 
constraints 

The topology level 

Part Two Model Representations 

;;; an ordered pair of surfaces which intersect in this line 
;;; a complete set of parameters 
;;; edges in the topology related to this line 
;;; semantic information 

At this level the complete topology12 is represented where each face is related to "its own" sur
face, and each edge to "its" line. For basic volumes, the description on the topological level is 
completely identical to what can be found in classical boundary representations. This will be mo
dified for the description of G-Rep solid topologies (see chapt. 4.2). 
There are three topological sublevels: faces, edges, and vertices: 

the face level: 
face: origin 

edges 
attributes 
constraints 

;;; the related generic surface 
;;; a set of closed directed sequence of edges13 
;;; semantic information 

No type and parameter information is stored here - this is inherited from the generic entities. 

the edge level: 
edge: origin 

points 
attributes 

the vertex level: 
vertex: coordinates 

edges 

;;; related generic line 
;;; a pair of points delimiting the edge on the line 
;;; semantic information (also local features14) 

;;; the set of edges the vertex is related to 

In a consistent geometry representation the various informations are, of course, not independent 
from each other. For instance, types of basic volumes are related to types of the corresponding 
surfaces, parameters of volumes and parameters of surfaces depend on each other, etc. 

4.2 G-Rep Solid Representation 

As has been shown, the main difference between classical solid modelling and G-Rep is the need 
to represent the density information associated with each point and each volume in G-Rep. In 
constrast to boundary representations where a solid is homogeneous, a G-Rep solid is a compound 
consisting of various "zones" (volumes) of different densities. Three aspects which result there
from have to be taken into account: 

• In order to represent this compound geometry some more information has to be stored than in 
classical solid representations. 

12. We do not go into details of topology representation here. All what is necessary to have a unique 
topological representation can be used in G-Rep (directed sequences of edges, orientations of surfa
ces, etc). 

13. with an orientation allowing for a discrimination of 'inside' and 'outside' 

14.1ike shamfers, rounds, etc. 
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Feature Level 

Volume Level 

Generic level 

a) surfaces 

b) lines 

Topological Level 

a) topological face 

b) topol. edges 

c) points 

feature: workpiece-x 

parameters: length:real 
width:real 

rei 

parts: main-body: 
x-slot:----=-~-~-~ 
y-hole: 

attributes: ... 

volume: box 

faces: 

end: 

point 

coordinates: .. 

edges: 

coordinates: .. 

edges: 

Figure 3: The G-Rep levels and their interrelations (not all shown). 
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• The rules how this compound is built-up from its constituents are simple: the densities of the 
two interacting volumes determine which one will "win": the stronger will be unaffected, and 
the weaker will be cut by the stronger one. 

• The modifications the weaker volume gets through its interaction with the stronger one result 
in some changes of its topology. These topological changes are determined by the stronger vol
ume. These changes have to be represented on the topology level. 

In order to describe these things more precisely, we first introduce a relation 'superior' (or for 
short 'sup') between two volumes V 1 und V z: 

sup(Vt, Vz)ifflp(Vt)l> lp(Vz)l 

This 'superior' relation is exactly what had been called above (in an informal manner) that a vol
ume is 'stronger' than another one. We stress that a volume is superior to another one, if the abso
lute value of its density is higher the the absolute value of the other density- not taking into ac
count the signs of each density. 

What happens on the topological level if two volumes interact? Each volume is surrounded 
by the set of faces, which separate its interior (with the density assigned to that volume) from the 
exterior(s) with different densities. Two volumes interact by pairs of faces (one from each side). 
Corresponding to the density combination rules given above the face surrounding the superior 
volume will be left uncut, whereas the other face will be cut by the stronger face. Thus the weaker 
face is changed- in a way which is uniquely determined by the stronger one. 
In order to represent this in a formal way, we introduce two different types of topological relations 
(see Figure 4): 

• 'defines' relations: are identical to "normal" topological relations (as in B-Rep); and 

• 'constrains' relations: which represent that a face constrains another face without itself being 
affected in its topology. 

In order to describe basic volumes as well as G-Rep solids we now can modify the topological 
level representation: for the three topological sublevels besides 'defines' relationships also 
'constrains' relations can be represented. 

5 FEATURE MODELLING IN G-REP 

In G-Rep the feature level is the interface between the "general" knowledge representation and 
the G-Rep solid representation level. With the addition of some structuring and representational 
facilities (to be described in the following) the "full power" of the KR level is available here. The 
critical point is that the representations given at the KR and the feature level must be processed 
by the knowledge based problem solver (or the "feature engine" or what ever) in such a way, that 
a G-Rep solid as defined in the previous chapters comes out. This provides "the only" restriction 
on the expressiveness on the G-Rep feature concept. 

In the G-Rep feature concept features and even basic volumes can be defined dynamically 
during problem solving. Features occur- as basic volumes- as generic templates and as concrete 
instances. 

The feature level: 
feature: feature-type ;;; pre-defined or user-defined 

feature-parameters ;;; a set of all relevant parameters 
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parts 

feature attributes 
constraints 

;;; a set of geometric attributes relating the 
feature to basic volumes or to more 
elementary features 

;;; semantic information 

The part attributes can be user-defined -thus providing the full representational power. 

6 DISCUSSION 

79 

G-Rep has been introduced as an expressive and declarative description of geometry. It especially 
fits the needs of knowledge representation. In a logic oriented way different aspects of geometric 
knowledge can be represented: knowledge about volumes, surfaces and constraints between 
them (concerning type and parameter information); relations between generic and topological 
entities, topological classification and constraints, dependencies between different geometric en
tities, etc. This form oflogic-oriented geometry description allows for an expressive feature mod
elling, and the integration of semantic information is straightforward. Thus G-Rep is a powerful 
interface between knowledge representation and geometry modelling. 

G-Rep does not provide the full modelling capabilities available in classical geometry model
ling. But in many applications these restrictions seem to be acceptable - and outweight by the 
additional representational capabilities. In some sense the shift of expressiveness from "pure" 
geometry modelling to a knowledge-oriented way of geometry description can result in a differ
ent way of modelling design knowledge and design intent. 

One central issue is the correspondence between knowledge level and geometry. Due toG
Rep's density-based way of geometry modelling a G-Rep solid can be built-up, modified, etc. 
independent of the sequence of operations. But this alone does not guarantee that information 
gathered in the G-Rep solid finds an adequate reflection on the knowledge level. There could be 
geometric entities in the G-Rep solid which have no real emergence on the geometric level be
cause they are completely "masked" by other geometric entities. This can be avoided in G-Rep 
by monitoring explicitly the existence of geometric entities of any kind in a given G-Rep solid 
(Klein 1996a). 

The representational means provided in G-Rep allow us to address arbitrary geometric entities 
in an expressive and flexible way. So the knowledge based system can address those geometric 
issues it is especially interested in. This also enables a persistent naming on a logical and topologi
cal basis- in constrast to a history based one as in (Kripac 1995). In many cases topological classi
fication and the possibility to provide constraints on the topological classification are important 
means for an adequate representation of geometric relationships. 

Recent feature description approaches have tried to integrate some aspects of knowledge rep
resentation and constraint techniques into geometry modelling. G-Rep takes a different ap
proach: it provides a way of geometry (and feature) modelling which can be used as an interface 
between knowledge representation, constraint techniques, etc., and "pure" geometric modelling. 
Thus, in G-Rep in some sense the problems of knowledge representation and constraints are 
"back propagated" to the level they belong to: to the knowledge level. The expressiveness really 
available in a modelling approach based on G-Rep strongly depends on the power of the inference 
engine on the knowledge level. It must provide a complete and consistent description of a G-Rep 
solid-which then can be processed to "real" geometry. Taking this view enables us to incorporate 
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all the knowledge representation and constraint techniques and make them available in a knowl
edge based CAD environment. 

f. 

13 =====? 
·----fa---~ 
I v2 : 

,.,: ltd 
... p=-150 : 

~ ----tc- -- ! 

Figure 4a): The same example as in fig. 3. 

Volume level 

Generic level 

Topology level 

Figure 4b): The various G-Rep representation levels: 

I 
I 

e4c : 

topological "defines" relations 
topological "constrains" relations 

By reasons of clarity the relations between generic entities and the related topological ent
ities are not shown graphically. They are only indicated by the applied naming scheme. The 
surfaces fa and fb interact with surface f4, resulting in the lines e4a und e4c (also on the to
pological level). Because V 2 is superior to V 1 its topology is left unchanged. But the V 2 
surfaces fa and fb "constrain" the new topological instances f4' and f4" of surface f4 which 
belongs to the weaker volume V 1 and which thus is cut. 

Though delivering a lot of useful things, G-Rep does not mean to change recent approaches 
of geometry modelling in a dramatic way. Some more information has to be stored, and a second 
type of topological relationship has to be introduced. That's not too much 15. The most important 
aspect to mention here is another one: G-Rep has demonstrated the need to modify geometry 

15. Though the storage and efficiency requirements encountered in many CAD applications are such 
that even a factor 2 could mean a real problem (taking hardware and software limitations as they are 
today). 
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modelling in its core- in order to get a conceptual and expressive integration of knowledge repre
sentation, feature techniques, and geometry modelling. 

The modifications needed in geometry modelling seem to be straightforward. On the other 
hand, many of the problems encountered in recent approaches to geometry modelling will be 
there in G-Rep, too. So implementing G-Rep and experimenting with it will give us some more 
insights. 
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